
Bluefy Privacy Policy Notice 
 

PLEASE, READ THIS STATEMENT CAREFULLY. IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

THAT YOU SHOULD READ BEFORE USE BLUEFY APPLICATION AND SERVICES IT 

PROVIDES. BY CONTINUING TO USE BLUEFY YOU ACCEPT THIS PRIVACY POLICY. 

 

This privacy policy statement of Bluefy covers how we collect, store, use and track your information. 

Your privacy is important to us, including what type of information is gathered and tracked, how the 

information is used, and with whom the information is shared. We meet your needs if you have any 

questions according to your rights of app use after reading this document review. You may contact us by 

e-mail bluefy.support@pnnsoft.com 

 

Changes in the Privacy Policy 

Please check the revision date to determine if this Privacy Policy has been modified since you last 

reviewed it. We will notify you of updates to Bluefy and related Privacy Policy changes. 

 

Users information 

Certain pieces of information we will only process when you submit it to us. We collect information to 

provide you with better, higher-quality, and more personalized services. We don’t collect identifiable 

information from your device when you use Bluefy. Any personal information as name, e-mail address, 

age, passwords, etc., aren’t collected unless you voluntarily provide us with it. To supply you with high-

quality services we ask access for personal and technical information, by the following reasons and 

means. 

1) When you use our email support services, we collect your correspondence to build up a public 

knowledge base. All personal information we collect will be handled according to the Privacy 

Policy in effect at the time the information is collected. 

2) When using our Services, you may need to provide us with your e-mail address, location, 

Bluetooth devices you want to connect when using Bluefy. 

When you start to use Bluefy, you provide access to technical data by default. We may collect this 

identifier, as well as your device ID and hardware specification, operating system and environment 

configuration, and feature usage data. The technical data we collect can include SDK/API/JS code 

version, browser, Internet service provider, platform, timestamp, application identifier, application 

version, application distribution channel, independent deice identifier, identifier, network card (MAC) 

address, and international mobile device identification code (IMEI) The equipment model, the terminal 

manufacturer, the terminal device operating system version, the session start/stop time, the location of the 

language, the time zone and the network state, the hard disk, the CPU, and the battery use, etc. 
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Legal basis for data processing 

Setting and usage information, such as language preference, time and time zone, errors and reports, 

browsing history, settings, typing in the URL bar helps us to provide relevant responses to queries, and 

relevant Bluefy services. 

 

We use this information for certain legitimate business purposes, namely: 

 to collect statistics of interaction with the application; 

 to customize the services and/or products we provide to you; 

 to communicate and to process your requests;  

 to detect, debug and fix crashes in our applications and services; 

 to prevent security breaches and abuse; 

 to perform marketing analysis; 

This information helps us to optimize our products and services, to improve your experience of using 

Bluefy and necessary for the performance of the contract with you. We have no practical way to use this 

information to identify you personally. 

 

How we handle information 

Bluefy handles information in the following cases. 

• Information for website operators - sites that you visit using Bluefy will automatically receive 

standard log information, including your system’s IP address and data from cookies, and it 

provides participating website owners with reports about attacks occurring on their sites. 

• Location – to get relevant information, we do not provide geolocation data to websites the 

application uses Bluetooth. Bluefy asks you to share your location with a site. But we won't allow 

a site to access your location without your permission. Location Services may include: the signal 

strength of the nearest BLE devices at the time of using the application. 

• Usage statistics and crash reports are collected to improve your experience with Bluefy. We 

collect a log that includes some information about your browser’s version, your operating system, 

platform, and some memory data related to the crash. 

• User Agent and Root domain name - Bluefy transfers necessary information to the webserver to 

serve the needs of the user and for a privacy rating. The software also receives User-Agent 

information associated with the Bluefy browser. As a rule, User-Agent information includes data 

associated with the operating system, vendor, device type (e.g., computer, tablet, mobile device), 

data associated with the source device’s Internet browser/content delivery software and also time 

of visit. User-Agent data send automatically by default. Root domain name is the info 

for a privacy rating that includes the root domain name of the website (usually the home page), so 

that we can return information to you about the website's privacy practices. 

 

Feature-specific data points 

To make the Bluefy comfortable for use, the setting and usage data, such as language preference, time 

and time zone, the browser's history, address typing in the URL bar are saved by default. Navigation 



history is only stored locally. You can turn off the history of the web browser so that Bluefy wouldn’t 

save and store the URLs of websites that you visit. 

1. The main function of the Bluefy is a Web Bluetooth connection. You can connect 

Bluetoothenabled portable devices via web services. For use a Bluetooth module and to use 

functions such as discovery, connection, transmission and reception of data, requested by the 

following permissions: 

NSBluetoothPeripheralUsageDescription, NSBluetoothAlwaysUsageDescription 

Bluetooth Browser does not actually access device location. Requires that application request location 

permission before the application can be able to discover other Bluetooth devices around. Bluetooth 

Browse does not store device contact. It requests permission to access device contact so that two or more 

devices running Bluetooth Browse can browse each other's contacts. 

 

• WebBLE uses default behavior for cookies,i.e. it allows them and stores them for their lifetimes. 

• WebBLE will only navigate to secure sites. 

 

Cookies are short pieces of data generated by a web server that a website stores on a user’s mobile device. 

Certain pages on our Website may require the use of a cookie for purposes of keeping the information 

you enter on multiple pages together. Cookies also enable us to collect certain nonidentifiable information 

and customize our app to your needs and provide you with a better online experience with Bluefy. Pay 

attention that WebBLE uses default behavior for cookies, i.e. it allows them and stores them for their 

lifetimes. 

Cookies are used to: 

• measure usage of various pages on website to help it make information more pertinent to your 

needs; 

• identify and categorized the internet webpages which the visitor prefers to use; 

If you would like to reject third-party cookies, please configure your browser’s settings accordingly. You 

may set your browser to block cookies (consult the instructions for your particular browser on how to do 

this), although doing so may adversely affect your ability to perform certain transactions, use certain 

functionality and access certain content on some third-party website. 

 

Required permissions: 

Camera Access 

Camera access is required and used to get permissions that are associated with the camera or capturing 

images/video from the device. This permission allows the application to capture the images/videos by the 

user. All the resulting files are stored on the user's device. Bluefy app itself doesn't share any user`s 

camera information with third parties. 

Camera Acces Permission can be turned off anytime by the user in phone settings. 

Media Library Access 

Media library access is required if the user wants to share some videos recorded previously with Bluefy 

app, users can allow the app access to the media library in order to select them and share with app. This 

permission will allow the Bluefy app to access the media library data on the user's device. Only selected 



files are then sent to the Bluefy Server. Bluefy app itself doesn't share any user`s Media Library 

information with third parties. 

Media Library Permission can be turned off anytime by the user in phone settings. 

 

Accessing Protected Resources 

The system requests the user's permission to connect in order the Bluefy application to gain access to 

wireless devices. To manage an app’s access to protected system services and user data, the Bluefy 

Browser is operated with the following documentation. 

Bluetooth Always Usage Description / Bluetooth Peripheral Description — information in the context of 

the message to the user, that notifies of purpose why the app is requesting the ability to connect to 

Bluetooth peripherals. 

Location Usage Description — information in the context of the message to the user, that notifies of 

purpose why the app is requesting access to the location information. 

Location when in Use Usage Description —information in the context of the message to the user, that 

notifies of purpose why the app runs in the foreground is requesting access to the user’s location.  

Photo Library Additions Usage Description — information in the context of the message to the user, that 

notifies of purpose why the app is requesting write-only access to photo library on the user’s device. 

 

Security and Quality 

We intend to protect your personal information and to maintain its quality. We implement appropriate 

measures and processes, such as using encryption software when transmitting certain sensitive 

information, to help us to keep your information secure and to maintain its quality. 

 

Children’s Privacy 

There are no guarantees that children cannot use our application or visit websites without parental consent 

or their notification. Therefore, we require children to include their parents in the download process, and 

we encourage parents to read this privacy statement before allowing their children to use our applications 

and services. 

 

Your Rights 

Subject to limitations in applicable law, you are entitled to object to or request the restriction of 

processing of your Personal Data, and to request access to, rectification, erasure and portability of your 

own Personal Data. 

Where the use of your information is based on consent, you can withdraw this consent at any time without 

affecting the lawfulness of processing based on consent before its withdrawal. You have the right to 

request the deletion or access of your data, that we might possess.  

Do it by e-mail bluefy.support@pnnsoft.com  
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We will not reduce your rights under this Privacy Policy without providing explicit, advance notice. We 

will post any privacy policy changes on this page and, in the event of significant changes. 

We strive to guard your identity. We may disclose your personally identifiable information without your 

permission in reasonably limited circumstances having legitimate circumstances: 

 comply with laws, regulations, or government requests; 

 to investigate or protect against harmful activities to our guests, visitors, partners, affiliates, or 

property; 

 if we are required by law enforcement or judicial authorities to provide your personally 

identifiable information. 

We will only do so upon receipt of appropriate documentation. 

 

Third-parties 

The Bluefy doesn't have control over third-party websites or their privacy practices, so be cautious when 

sharing your location with a website. You are responsible for interaction with third parties, etc.  

 

When such third-party collect data on their own, they typically act as independent data controllers. You 

should read their Privacy Policy, before interacting with third-party resources.  

 

If you have any questions according to the Privacy Policy of Bluefy you might contact us by email 

bluefy.support@pnnsoft.com  
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